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In the next half month, she felt her stomach churn when she looked into the mirror. 

It was like seeing a scorched corpse without any part of her skin intact. Her face was even more 

scorched, unable to tell if she was a man or woman…… 

System, come out for me! 

[Host, please speak.] 

Do you remember the Beauty Pill you gave me before, can you give me another one! 

[The Beauty Pill is a special item, it isn’t sold in the shop.] 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen suddenly remembered that she seemed to have exchanged for the Exquisite Ring and she 

didn’t have much exchange points left. 

Even if the shop sold the Beauty Pill, she probably couldn’t afford it….. 

System, I still have another question…… 

She closed her eyes when she said this and slightly knit her brows, like she was remembering something 

very painful. 

[The host wants to ask why the male lead’s affection has turned to zero, right?] 

I think I should already know…..He doesn’t remember me, right? 

[It can’t be said that he doesn’t remember the host, he doesn’t have any memories of his time as a 

mortal at all.] 

Un, I know. 

She softly replied and didn’t say anything else. She picked up the bitter medicine in front of her and 

gulped it all down. 

“Ze, ze, ze.” Wu You walked over with a smile and said, “You’re not crying that the medicine is bitter and 

you want candied fruit today!” 

“My heart is cold.” She said with a cold laugh, “So this is the reason I have to experience another life.” 

My god, truly ruthless, decisive, and cruel! 

Although she felt very sad, she still had to continue her mission. She couldn’t just give up on the person 

she should love just because he lost his memories. 

After spending half a month with Wu You in the thatch hut, she felt that the old man in front of her 

wasn’t that bad. 
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As for why he wanted to kill Xi Jin Ye, it was probably because of his mission as a blood hunter! 

“There are many bad things in life, a sparrow can’t fly up the branch unless you want to become a 

phoenix.” Wu You kept stroking his beard, looking at Luo Qing Chen as he said this with a heavy heart. 

“With my appearance, can I still become a phoenix?” She gave a self deprecating laugh, “I probably can’t 

even be a sparrow! At best I would be a burnt sparrow……” 

In the past, she had thought about the possibilities after the heavenly tribulation. 

She had thought that if she died like the previous host, at least the last seven months were worth it. 

But she never thought that she and Xi Jin Ye would end like this…… 

“No, no, no.” Wu You pointed at the ring in her hand, “You have this, so you can surpass me and 

become the strongest blood hunter in the world. When you stand in a high position, it’ll be easy to have 

someone notice you.” 

Luo Qing Chen looked down at the Exquisite Ring on her right hand. 

It seemed to have been fixed and was covered in a faint golden glow. 

“What use does it have? Could it be that having a single ring is enough to become a so-called blood 

hunter?” Luo Qign Chen gave a shrug as a faint look of doubt appeared in her eyes. 

“Naturally.” Wu You slowly raised his right hand and calculated with his fingers. His eyes lit up as he said, 

“This thing doesn’t come from this world, but it can resonate with the golden talisman.” 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised, so surprised that it swept away all her doubt from before. 

He could actually calculate that the Exquisite Ring didn’t come from this world, he really had some skills! 

“Continue.” She put a hand to her cheek, planning on hearing what he had to say next. 
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Wu You took out a golden talisman and handed it to Luo Qing Chen, “As long as you put this talisman on 

your ring, the power of the spell will be doubled.” 

Luo Qing Chen took the golden talisman. She knit her brows and drew the spell like Xi Jin Ye had done 

before, but she never thought that the room would explode with golden light. 

Golden flames rolled out around her, containing great power. 

“As expected……” She put down the golden talisman and muttered, “Compared to him, this is much 

stronger.” 

“So in our blood hunter business, it depends on talent.” Wu You said with a soft sigh, “I gave him the 

Blue Sky Sword before because of his talent, but I never thought that out of the countless people I’ve 

read, I couldn’t calculate a blood person’s tribulation.” 
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“What a joke.” Luo Qing Chen looked over him with a cold snort, “You can’t tell his tribulation, but you 

can tell who sent you the news and had you put that array, right?” 

“I……” 

“So doesn’t this count as working with bandits?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes and cut off Wu You 

who wanted to say something, “The world’s number one blood hunter said that he wanted to eliminate 

all the vampires in the world, but you still relied on a blood vampire’s information, aren’t you 

ashamed?” 

Although she knew that Wu You was a good person, that didn’t stop her heart from being filled with 

hatred towards him. 

If Wu You hadn’t put down that array and used the Sacrifice Burning Spell with the Blood Hunter Bell to 

attack them. 

She wouldn’t have become like this, being not human or ghost…… 

“I indeed have some fault in this matter……” Wu You gave a frank nod, “I didn’t investigate the source of 

this information, I just calculated the location of the heavenly thunder. I thought that since it matched 

the information on the letter, there was no need for further calculation.” 

“You already said all the good words…..” Luo Qing Chen took a sip of the tea on the table before looking 

at him, “So let’s get into the serious problems!” 

“Ask.” 

“Why did you save me?” Luo Qing Chen looked at him with a deep questioning gaze, “Could it be that 

it’s just because your deadline is coming and you want me to become your successor?” 

No matter how Luo Qing Chen thought about this. This could be considered a reason, but it couldn’t be 

completely considered a reason. 

“What do you mean just!” Wu You suddenly sat down and seriously reprimanded her, “I’ve taken many 

disciples in my life and the most outstanding was…..Xi Jin Ye. The second one who caught my eyes was 

you!” 

“It’s an honour.” She paused before continuing, “But I’m not interested!” 

Her mind was a mess right now and there were many things she had to do, how could she have the time 

to learn how to draw spells and cultivate as a blood hunter! 

“I am perfecting myself while also helping you.” He looked at Luo Qing Chen’s scorched skin and said 

with a bit of doubt, “Since I have some responsibility in turning you into this!” 

“What some responsibility!” She pursed her lips and her eyes opened wide as she said, “You’re clearly 

the one bearing most of the responsibility!” 

“Alright, alright, alright.” Wu You compromised, “It is indeed my responsibility, so I’ll pass what I’ve 

learned in this life to you. Girl, you have to remember, if you are a normal person, you have no right to 



enter Nevernight City. If you become a strong enough blood hunter, you have the right to come in 

contact with the blood people.” 
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Wu You’s words were considered a reminder to Luo Qing Chen, she indeed couldn’t go into Nevernight 

City like this. 

Xi Jin Ye who had passed his heavenly tribulation should be very powerful now….. 

“Alright.” She said with a nod, “I will inherit your mantle, but what do you mean by your limit!” 

“People will die, perhaps as heavy as Mount Tai or as light as…..” 

“Just tell me when you’ll die!” Luo Qing Chen helplessly looked at him, “It can’t be in another hundred 

years, right…..” 

“Of course not!” Wu You angrily looked at her, “How can you curse me to die after a hundred years! I 

will live for several hundred years…..” 

“So?” Luo Qing Chen raised a brow, waiting for him to finish. 

“One’s limit depends on one’s mood and how things develop!” Wu You said with a faint smile, “It might 

not be accurate if you calculate it, it could be several decades or several centuries!” 

“……” 

Luo Qing Chen never would have known that a blood hunter with Wu You’s cultivation could accurately 

calculate his lifespan. 

He indeed didn’t have long to live. 

For the next half a year, Luo Qing Chen cultivated spells while following Wu You and learning the 

weaknesses of vampires. 

The biggest weakness of vampires was fire, so the Sacrifice Burning Spell was the most fatal thing for 

low level vampires. 

And she was indeed as talented as Wu You said. 

In half a year, she had learned 80% of his abilities. 

“You really are someone who caught my, Wu You’s eyes.” Wu You stroked his beard and said, “Very 

good, you can already become a teacher.” 

He gave her a crescent mask and the Blood Hunter Bell before saying, “These two things can be 

considered a graduation gift. I know that you will definitely go after him, so you have to be careful.” 

Luo Qing Chen nodded. She then knelt down and kowtowed, “Master.” 
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“Un, good!” He pulled her up and said, “There are some things that master hasn’t told you about since 

the secrets of the heavens can’t be divulged. Otherwise you will go to hell after death, but master wants 

to go to heaven to become a god!” 

“Master will definitely live for several hundred years, there’s no need to worry.” Luo Qing Chen put the 

crescent mask to her face, “Actually, there’s no difference if I wear this mask or not…..He won’t 

recognize me anyway!” 

Every time she thought of this, her eyes couldn’t help turning red. After all, she kept telling herself, he 

didn’t forget on purpose. He didn’t want to, it was his heavenly tribulation. 

But when she thought about it, her heart would fill with pain. 

After leaving Wu You, she headed towards Nevernight City. She knew that this was a road of no return, 

but she would follow it to the end. 

She never thought that when she reached Shantou City, it had already turned into a city of death. 

Early in the morning, the city was filled with smoke and had a sinister aura. 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her eyes as she carefully headed forward step by step. 

“Xiu.” An arrow came from not far away. 

She raised her right hand and the arrow was broken in half. She jumped up to the second floor of the 

Drunken Immortal House. 

“Don’t suck me, don’t suck me, don’t suck me…..” A man who looked like a shopkeeper was hugging his 

head, trembling as he shouted this. 

“Don’t suck my husband, suck me instead! Let my husband and child go…..” A woman came out to grab 

her foot, calling out together with her husband…… 
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“Ke, ke.” She cleared her throat, “I’m not a blood person, get up first.” 

The two were stunned, as they looked at Luo Qing Chen and said in a trembling voice, “You’re not a 

blood person……” 

The wife saw her scorched hands and quickly took a step back, “Then…..Are you some kind of monster?” 

“Who is a monster!” Luo Qing Chen rolled her eyes at her, “Old lady, are your eyes alright!” 

“You actually called me old lady, I’m only thirty, alright?” The woman heard that she was being called an 

old lady, causing her fighting spirit to surge. She was completely different from her previous timid 

appearance. 

Luo Qing Chen said with a chuckle, “We’ll talk after going in.” 

Half an hour later, Luo Qing Chen understood the situation. 
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Seven days ago, a large group of blood people invaded Shantou City, sucking people’s blood while 

looking for a girl. 

The man in charge was wearing a silver fox mask. He didn’t suck people’s blood, but he didn’t stop his 

men from sucking blood. 

“Silver fox mask……” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and muttered, “It should be Rong Leng Mo.” 

“How could I know who he is? I just know that in seven short days, Shantou City turned into a city of 

death and no one dared to go out.” Qing Li poured a cup of tea for Luo Qing Chen, “So me and my 

husband panicked just now, offending this miss.” 

“There’s no need to be nervous.” Luo Qing Chen shook her head and said, “But this isn’t right, if Rong 

Leng Mo is in Shantou City, you wouldn’t still be alive.” 

Vampires sucked the blood of people, it was natural for them to do so. 

“It was what the silver…..Oh, oh, it’s that Rong Leng Mo that miss mentioned said.” Qing Li said in a 

daze, “He said that he would catch ten people each day until he found that girl.” 

“Girl……” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows as her heart sunk. 

“Ai, we know that we can’t escape being sucked no matter how tight our doors are, we’re just struggling 

here.” Qing Li hugged her husband and said, “But being able to die with my husband and child, I’m not 

afraid……” 

“Li Li…..I’m unskilled, I could protect you if I was a blood hunter……” 

…… 

“That……” Luo Qing Chen cut off their flirting, “When do they come to take people?” 

“Around midnight……” 

Luo Qing Chen nodded, “The blood people should have set an array, so you can’t get out, right!” 

“Right, right! You come back to your original position no matter where you walk, you can’t get out at 

all.” 

“I felt it when I came in…..” Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows as she said, “Relax, I’m a blood hunter! 

I’ll protect you all tonight.” 

Although she couldn’t guarantee that she was Rong Leng Mo’s match with her ability, it wasn’t difficult 

for her to deal with vampires that weren’t Rong Leng Mo. 

“What? Miss, you’re a blood hunter!” Qing Li couldn’t believe her ears, as she almost jumped up in 

excitement. She hugged her husband as she gave him a strong kiss, “Husband, we don’t need to die, we 

don’t need to die!” 

Luo Qing Chen just gave a chuckle when she heard this. 

There was a time she acted like this with someone. 



There was a time she hugged someone like this. 

The past was the past, it was different from the present. 
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The cold wind blew and the moon was dark. Before the great battle, Luo Qing Chen left a way out for 

herself. 

After all, she knew that Rong Leng Mo was definitely not easy to deal with. 

[Ding, 500 exchange points has been taken. Successfully exchanged for Nether Ghost Dew and antidote.] 

This was a colourless and odorless poison. Its effects weren’t very clear, it was a very slow acting poison. 

Luo Qing Chen put the antidote into her storage space and with a jump, she landed on the eaves. 

The light of the moon fell on her crescent mask as several dozen vampires appeared in front of her. 

“Interesting, there’s people who throw themselves into a trap.” Rong Leng Mo said with a cold laugh, “It 

can’t be that you’re some blood hunter, right?” 

“You’re not qualified to speak to me.” Luo Qing Chen’s cold eyes narrowed as they filled with killing 

intent. 

Not killing him that day had left a hidden danger. 

“An ugly monster dares argue with father!” Rong Leng Mo didn’t even think about it as he quickly 

charged at her. He opened his mouth to reflect his terrifying fangs against the moon as his eyes turned 

blood red. 

She gave a cold snort and raised her right hand. The Sacrifice Burning Spell released flames in the air, 

burning Rong An. 

“Congratulations on becoming an ugly monster.” Luo Qing Chen gave a soft snort. Several dozen spells 

appeared around her, causing people to be unable to open their eyes. 

At this time, other than Rong Leng Mo, no one could resist this attack. 

The blood people’s natural enemy were blood hunters. Although she was new, it was easy for her to 

deal with people at Rong An’s level. 

Instantly, the skeleton bronze bell in Rong Leng Mo’s right hand shook. He appeared in the center of the 

golden talismans and his lips curled into an evil smile, “I know who you are.” 

This opening sentence gave her a sense of familiarity. 

In the golden spells, Rong Leng Mo’s silver fox mask was that mysterious. Luo Qing Chen didn’t see it 

properly, she just knew that his eyes were incomparably cold. 
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“It seems like young master Rong is very confident?” Luo Qing Chen waved her right hand and a trace of 

powder appeared from the golden talismans. She narrowed her cold eyes and said, “Then do you not 

know that everything is fair in war?” 

“Big brother, be careful!” 

“You…..” Rong Leng Mo looked at her in disbelief, “You actually used poison, but don’t you know that 

vampires aren’t afraid of poison?” 

“Don’t you feel the heat in your body?” Luo Qing Chen came forward step by step, looking into his eyes 

as she said, “Don’t you feel your blood flowing backwards?” 

The Nether Ghost Dew that the system gave her was a powder used to restrain vampires. It could be 

hidden in a talisman and when used by the talisman, it would enter the skin of the vampires. 

It had one use on vampires. 

“What is this?” Rong Leng Mo’s eyes were cold. He had been careless, he had never feared golden 

talismans and poison, so he didn’t have his guard up. 

But the feeling from his body made it very clear. 

“I want to let you experience a different life!” Luo Qing Chen said with a chuckle, “In seven days, if you 

don’t receive the antidote, you will turn into a normal person from a vampire!” 

“What?” Rong Leng Mo tightly knit his brows, “I don’t believe you.” 

“You can believe it or not, the one changing isn’t me.” Luo Qing Chen looked at him and said, “But I can 

make a deal with you, since I’m not interested in turning you into a human.” 

“Oh?” Rong Leng Mo put his hands behind him and slightly raised a brow, “What deal?” 

“I want to enter Nevernight City!” 
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Other than vampires, if anyone else entered Nevernight City, they would be discovered by the vampires. 

That was because their noses were sensitive, so they could tell from scent who was of the same race. 

“You want my blood bracelet?” A faint glow appeared in Rong Leng Mo’s deep eyes, “My blood bracelet 

is for my future wife, do you want to marry me!” 

“Is there something wrong with you! Who wants to marry you!” Luo Qing Chen slightly narrowed her 

eyes, “Bring me back to Nevernight City, wouldn’t you achieve your goal in coming to Shantou City?” 

Luo Qing Chen naturally knew that they were searching for her, but she didn’t know what their purpose 

was. 

To Rong Leng Mo, she didn’t have any value. 
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“Interesting, you really are a smart person!” Rong Leng Mo looked at her and said, “I can lend you the 

blood bracelet, so you can enter and exit Nevernight City at will and no one will doubt that you’re a 

vampire, but…..You have to help me with something!” 

“No!” Luo Qing Chen decisively shook her head, “My deals never add any conditions. If you don’t agree, 

you can see the results in seven days.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she turned to leave! 

“Wait!” Rong Leng Mo lowered his head to feel the blood flowing backwards in his veins, “Alright! It’s 

fine if you don’t help, I agree! But if I find out that you were lying to me, I will definitely take your life!” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a soft laugh, “As you wish! My life isn’t worth anything anyway!” 

On the way, Rong Mo looked at her with unkind eyes, but Luo Qing Chen didn’t care. However Rong 

Leng Mo talked to her quite a bit during this time, including the favour he wanted! 

Since Xi Jin Ye returned to Nevernight City, he could defeat anyone from the Rong Clan, which included 

Rong Leng Mo. 

The powerful Xi Jin Ye naturally won the love of many girls of the blood clan, including Rong Leng Mo’s 

fiancee Situ Mei. 

“So your fiancee abandoned you?” Luo Qing Chen pursed her lips into a smile, “Then let her go. There 

are millions of girls in this world, you can change if it doesn’t work out!” 

“Mei’er grew up with me, we are in love!” Rong Leng Mo was surprised, not being able to react to the 

words that came from Luo Qing Chen! 

“Love?” Luo Qing Chen curled her lips into a faint smile, “What love do vampires have!” 

“If vampires have no love, you wouldn’t be going to Nevernight City!” A sparkle appeared in Rong Leng 

Mo’s eyes, “Isn’t it for Xi Jin Ye!” 

“……” Luo Qing Chen fell silent. 

She didn’t speak for a long time. Rong Leng Mo turned over and said with a bit of concern, “It can’t be 

that you’re angry, right!” 

“I’m not as petty as you.” Luo Qing Chen said with a cold snort, “Do you think that I can beat your Situ 

Mei when it comes to Xi Jin Ye without any memories as I am?” 

Now that he had passed his life’s only heavenly tribulation, both his vampire grade and abilities would 

become much higher. 

Adding in his peerless appearance, it was normal for Rong Leng Mo’s fiancee’s heart to be moved. 

“Don’t people say that couples are fated?” Rong Leng Mo looked at her and said, “There should be a bit 

of emotion!” 

The thing Luo Qing Chen regretted the most in her life was believing Rong Leng Mo’s words. If it was 

said that she didn’t have a bit of hope in her heart, it would be a lie. 
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Since she had a mask and the blood bracelet, as well as having Rong Leng Mo behind her, she smoothly 

entered Nevernight City. 

Although Rong An behind her was very dissatisfied, Rong Leng Mo didn’t dare say anything, so he wasn’t 

qualified. 

This was her first time in Nevernight City, it was the same as her memories as a doll. 

Each ancient palace rose up and the sky was dark without any light. It was like a dazzling scene that had 

appeared in front of you. 

“The buildings in front all contain low level vampires. The higher the level, the higher up you live.” Rong 

Leng Mo seriously said to Luo Qing Chen, “The places you can’t enter in Nevernight City are clearly 

marked. There aren’t any taboo places, other than the Valley of Illusions.” 

“What is that place?” Luo Qing Chen revealed an inquisitive look. 

“It is the law of Nevernight City, one enters the Valley of Illusions after their coronation. At the center of 

the Valley of Illusions, there are the deepest memories and thoughts of past kings.” Rong Leng Mo said 

with a chuckle, “But most people who can become the king of Nevernight City never have thoughts.” 

“Why?” Luo Qing Chen knit her brows in confusion. 

People had seven emotions and six desires. Vampires weren’t immortals, it was normal to feel love and 

hate. 

“Thoughts have ties and thoughts will become threats.” Rong Leng Mo stopped in front of a moon white 

building, “You can be a guest at my house.” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a helpless laugh, “If I didn’t know that you were vampires, I would think that you 

were royals.” 

Rong Leng Mo’s building had the same temperament as him, cold and aloof. Luo Qing Chen gave him a 

portion of antidote and his blood stopped flowing after he ate it. 

There were seven portions of antidote, used over seven days. She had seven days to find Xi Jin Ye. 

At night, Luo Qing Chen sat by the window and looked at the highest deep blue building not far away. 

She didn’t fully believe Rong Leng Mo, at least she didn’t believe Situ Mei. 

Even if he didn’t remember her, he wouldn’t fall in love with others easily unless….. 

He wanted to incite Rong Leng Mo. 

“Thinking of someone!” 

“Ah!” Luo Qing Chen jumped up in surprise. She patted her heart as she said, “You don’t make any 

sounds when you’re walking! I was almost scared to death by you, you can just wait to become a 

mortal!” 
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“I made sounds, but you didn’t hear me.” Rong Leng Mo handed her a cup of fruit wine, “Nevernight 

City’s specialty, take a sip.” 

“I don’t dare drink vampire stuff……” Luo Qing Chen looked at it with an inquisitive look, “Who knows if 

it has blood or not…..” 

“It’s blood wine!” 

“……” She was glad she was careful. 

“I feel that it’s very strange!” Rong Leng Mo narrowed his eyes as he looked over her, “I used my 

clairvoyance ability to look over you and I don’t see the antidote at all. Can you change things?” 

“What?” Luo Qing Chen looked at him in surprise as her eyes opened wide. 

“Ah?” Rong Leng Mo didnn’t react as he repeated, “Can you change things?” 

“Not that!” Luo Qing Chen crossed her arms as her face turned slightly red. She forced down her anger 

as she looked at him and asked, “What is this clairvoyance?” 
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Rong Leng Mo understood and looked at her with a look of curiosity, “You blood hunters really are silly. 

I’m not interested in a burnt up person at all!” 

“So?” 

“The clairvoyance can see things. In short…..it isn’t like what you think.” Rong Leng Mo felt embarrassed 

as this matter was brought up by her and changed the topic, “There will be a blood banquet held at the 

Saint Asura Hall tomorrow night, all the high grade vampires can bring a single female companion.” 

“Tomorrow night?” Luo Qing Chen’s expression changed slightly, “Got it!” 

Without knowing why, she suddenly felt a bit nervous. It was like a special stranger that she hadn’t seen 

in a long time. 

But the things between them, she remembered and he forgot…… 

Rong Leng Mo prepared a dress for her like a gentleman. The moon white lotus dress matched very well 

with his clothes, but the appearance of the two were very different. 

One was handsome and the other was ugly. 

She knew that even if she wore the mask, she still couldn’t hide the scars on her face. 

Each piece of burnt skin was left by the Sacrifice Burning Spell and the heavenly thunder and all of it was 

for that person’s heavenly tribulation. 

A person like her walking in the streets of Nevernight City was not someone who others took another 

glance at. 
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But when she put on the dress and stood by Rong Leng Mo’s side, she attracted the attention of 

everyone in the Saint Asura Hall. 

The surrounding whispers entered her ears, they were all speaking some ugly words. 

“What is this situation? Rong Leng Mo was abandoned by Situ Mei, so it can’t be that he went and found 

an ugly girl, right?” 

“That’s right! Although there are more people who like the king compared to him, there are still quite a 

few of them, alright?” 

“Who is that person! Why haven’t I heard of her before? It can’t be that this new person wants to 

become a phoenix, right!” 

…… 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and her eyes fell onto Situ Mei not far away. 

She had seen Situ Mei’s portrait in Rong Leng Mo’s room. She was a very charming girl and the mole at 

the edge of her eyes made her look pitiful. 

“Don’t mind it, they are all vampires without any status.” Rong Leng Mo leaned over and said this by her 

ear. 

“Leng Mo.” A strict voice came from behind that made people’s hearts skip a beat. 

Rong Leng Mo turned around and said with a solemn bow, “Lord father.” 

Rong Nuo looked at Luo Qing Chen wearing the crescent mask before saying to Rong Leng Mo, “Come 

with me for a bit.” 

“Wait for me.” Rong Leng Mo said as quickly as possible, “The people on the top left are mainly from the 

Rong Clan and the people on the top right are from the Xi Clan. The one in the center are all normal 

vampires without any status. I brought you in, so naturally you belong to the Rong Clan, don’t go to the 

top right.” 

As his voice fell, he turned to leave. 

Luo Qing Chen was surprised. Rong Leng Mo wasn’t as bad as she thought, but everyone had their own 

master and their own goals. 

But Luo Qing Chen never thought that the first one to speak to her would be Situ Mei. 

She was wearing a fluffy costume. She looked over Luo Qing Chen before saying, “I never thought that 

Leng Mo’s eyes would be this….special?” 

She naturally couldn’t stand Luo Qing Chen since she was too normal. The scars under the crescent mask 

were too eye-catching! 

How could this girl take the spot by Rong Leng Mo’s side. Even if she didn’t want it, the person who took 

it shouldn’t be at such a low level! 
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 “Young master Leng Mo can’t let go of big sister, so he just found someone to be his partner. Big sister 

shouldn’t care, big sister is now the celebrity by the king’s side!” Jin Jiao said in a flattering voice while 

also laughing at Luo Qing Chen. 

But right after that. 

“Pa.” A crisp slap fell onto Jin Jiao’s face. 

The one who slapped her wasn’t Luo Qing Chen, but rather Situ Mei. 

Jin Jiao was frozen in place. She was a low grade vampire, she normally flattered Situ Mei. 

Although she also rolled her eyes, she endured it for her weak family. 

She never thought that she would receive this kind of humiliation today! 

“What do you mean don’t mind it?” Situ Mei gave a cold snort as her eyes filled with disdain, “When did 

I, Situ Mei care?” 

When she was engaged to Rong Leng Mo back then, the king of Nevernight City was Xi Long Zhan and 

not Xi Jin Ye. 

She didn’t even know who Xi Jin Ye was back then, she just knew that Rong Leng Mo was so dazzling. 

She never thought that after Xi Jin Ye came back from his heavenly tribulation, he took back the king’s 

rights from the Rong Clan right away. He defeated Rong Leng Mo without any effort. 

She had to marry the strongest king in her life because she was the most beautiful girl in Nevernight 

City. From that moment, she cut herself off from Rong Leng Mo and entered Xi Jin Ye’s embrace. 

Only…..that person didn’t welcome her. 

Only when meeting Rong Leng Mo would he say a few words to her. 

Normally, she couldn’t even enter Xi Jin Ye’s building. 

Jin Jiao looked aggrieved and couldn’t help muttering, “You’re still looking for faults when you don’t 

care!” 

“Pa.” There was another slap. 

Jin Jiao’s voice was very soft. Even Luo Qing Chen closest to her couldn’t hear it clearly, but Situ Mei had 

heard everything. 

“You’re whispering in front of someone like me with a hearing ability, aren’t you looking to be beaten?” 

Situ Mei looked at her nail before saying with a soft snort, “Scram.” 

Jin Jiao gritted her teeth and was prepared to leave, but Rong An came over to take her hand. He looked 

up at Situ Mei and said, “What do you think you’re doing!” 
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He already hated Situ Mei. His big brother gave up so much for her, but she left without even turning 

back, not showing any emotions at all. 

In Rong An’s eyes, Situ Mei was someone who couldn’t resist going for whoever was the king. 

Dirty! 

“Rong An, he, he.” Situ Mei gave a cold snort, “Your big brother isn’t qualified to talk to me, what are 

you!” 

“I just couldn’t stand seeing you all alone like this, I feel disgusted!” Rong An’s words made the 

surrounding people take a cold breath. 

Now that Situ Mei was the closest girl to the new king Xi Jin Ye, the Rong Clan had been greatly hurt and 

was walking on thin ice. 

But Rong An was the same as before, acting arrogant! 

Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a faint smile, she felt that Rong An’s words were quite pleasant!” 

“What are you laughing at?” Situ Mei was already very angry and she saw Luo Qing Chen smiling at her, 

causing her anger to surge. 

Since a small Jin Jiao had someone speak up for her, the person who Rong Leng Mo brought who looked 

disfigured naturally wouldn’t have anyone. 

After all, Rong Leng Mo belonged to her, Situ Mei. She knew that he was just doing this to catch her 

attention! 
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Thinking of this, Situ Mei’s expression changed. She raised her hand, but she was pushed by Luo Qing 

Chen. 

She stumbled a step back and said, “You…..You actually dare push me? What clan are you from? Or are 

you a wild vampire? Do you know who I am?” 

“So what if I know or not?” Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eyes and her voice was ice cold, “Since you 

are an enemy, why bother pretending? I feel disgusted looking at you!” 

“Luo…..whoever you are!” Rong An gave her a big thumbs up, “This is my first time feeling you’re 

pleasing to the eyes!” 

“It’s alright!” Luo Qing Chen slightly narrowed her eyes. 

“Good…..Good……” Situ Mei’s expression became fierce as she looked at her, “Since you want to die, I’ll 

help you.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she took off her golden robe and inside was a dark gothic robe. 

“Come out if you have the skills, don’t let others interfere if you have the skills! This day next year will 

be the anniversary of your death!” Situ Mei turned as a different kind of emotion flashed in her eyes. 
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Luo Qing Chen jumped out with her lavender clothes and moon white dress, as her eyes were 

incomparably cold. 

“Let me tell you, don’t mention Rong Leng Mo’s female companion, even if you were his wife, he will 

only stand on my side, understand?” Situ Mei gave a cold snort, “If you don’t believe, just wait and see!” 

As soon as her voice fell, Situ Mei quickly attacked her. Her eyes were filled with killing intent and her 

actions were all fatal. 

Luo Qing Chen naturally didn’t fear her. She couldn’t use golden talismans here, but she still had the 

Exquisite Ring! 

She waved the Exquisite Ring and the golden light turned dark red. It was like the Exquisite Ring was 

alive and it knew that it should release golden light. 

“Ah.” Situ Mei gave a pitiful cry and fell off in another direction. 

But the person in that direction didn’t come up to catch her. 

The person who caught her was her so-called past fiancee, Rong Leng Mo. 

“What are you doing!” Rong Leng Mo didn’t say anything as the skeleton bronze bell in his right hand 

rang out. He looked at Luo Qing Chen and said, “You dare harm her?” 

Luo Qing Chen’s eyes changed slightly. The Rong Leng Mo who had carefully whispered in her ears 

before had turned into someone she didn’t recognize. It was probably because they were just partners 

who were working for mutual benefit. 

“So what?” Luo Qing Chen didn’t make a single excuse because she knew that it was impossible for her 

to be friends with Rong Leng Mo. 

Then a misunderstanding wouldn’t be important. 

“I will kill you.” Rong Leng Mo looked up with blood red eyes, saying this word for word as he looked at 

Luo Qing Chen. 

“Come then.” Her cold eyes cold freeze the surrounding people, not hesitating at all as she said this. 

“Big brother.” Rong An couldn’t take it and angrily said, “That Situ Mei was the first to make a move, you 

should let Luo……You should let her die!” 

After saying this, he turned to Situ Mei, “Don’t fight if you aren’t as skilled, this is just too embarrassing 

to watch!” 

Rong Leng Mo was stunned. He looked at Situ Mei’s sparkling eyes and seemed to understand 

everything. 

Situ Mei quickly escaped his embrace and said, “This is my personal grievance with her, don’t interfere!” 

Jin Jiao said in a small unwilling voice, “What stellar words! When the other side was being blamed, she 

clearly didn’t want to tell the truth!” 



“You, shut up!” Situ Mei whipped her nine section whip and created a bloody mark on Jin Jiao’s neck, 

“Don’t force me to also take care of you.” 


